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ordnance in 1416, * we may possibly identify him with
'Master William Gunrnaker ', who made several small
cannon in 1411, two of them being of iron.2
The early cannon were made of bronze of a similar
composition to that used for bells, and when iron was
introduced the cannon of that material were made in
the form of a tube composed of long iron bars, arranged
like the staves of a barrel, bound round with iron bands :
the tough wrought iron was of good quality, but: the*
weakness of this form of construction lay in the difficulty
of welding the bars together and avoiding gaps between
them. They were all breech-loaders, consisting of two
separate parts, the barrel and the chamber; the latter
being a short cylinder, usually detachable, in which
the charge of gunpowder was placed, and which was tlieii
fastened into the base of the barrel by means of a stirrup
or similar apparatus. Double-barrelled cannon appear
to have been fairly common, as in 1401 eight single
cannon and six double (duplices) were sent to Dover
Castle, and the same numbers to Scotland/1 An inven-
tory of the artillery at Berwick-on-Tweed taken at the*
same time 4 distinguishes between guns " imbedded in
timber bound with iron ' and 4 naked ' guns ; it also
mentions { two small brass guns on wooden stick**,
called handgonnes7. The same inventory refers to
' quarells for gonnes ' ; and in the previous year Henry
Robertes, Serjeant, dwelling near the Guildhall,
paid £8 8s. for twenty-four * quarell gunnes ',* these
being guns which threw quarrels or bolts similar to
1 Issue R. of Exch., 346.	2 Foreign R., 3 Hen. V, m. <*.
8 Foreign R., 3 Hen. IV, m. G.	4  lirid., m. I,
5 Issue R. of Exch., 277.

